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Introduction
Video Sexperts is a massive website that is based on one simple truth. Nobody knows more about porn
than you do! If you are a real Sexpert who has seen it all, done it all... and is finally ready to speak up
and tell it like it is; then your sexual expertise is needed and this is the one site that will make the most
use of it!

Adult Review
There are a lot of one-way sites out there these days. Sites aimed at sending their movies to you and telling you what they
think makes for good porn. Video Sexperts is designed from top to bottom as a two-way website focused on putting porn up
for your review and giving you all the tools you need to tell the world what you think of it!
  
  Every one of their 2,000+ DVDs is available for viewing online as a Flash video file or for download in a number of
formats. They took care to make sure dialup friendly and broadband enhanced DVD quality files are available for each
updated. That way every Sexpert can get a good look at the action before offering up an opinion.
  
  Watching these movies is a breeze with a very well designed interface and all the usual tools you would expect from a
gigantic DVD site. However, where most sites think their work is done... is where Video Sexperts really kicks things into
high-gear.
  
  With a few easy clicks you can rate any movie, scene or pornstar. You can also include your own detailed review of
anything you watched and it becomes a permanent part of the site! Dislike the way an actress sucked dick because she lacked
emotion... give her a bad review! Loved seeing a threeway were the director and the performers really brought their "A"
game... post your official review of their efforts!
  
  These are not just write it and forget it reviews. They are important in two important ways:
  
  First, Video Sexperts evolves based on member feedback. Actresses, studios, directors, content that gets high scores is
brought back in future updates. Skanky whores and lackluster studios with bad member reviews are not asked to contribute
any more of their lame-ass work!
  
  Second, and perhaps more importantly, when you write a review or post a score it goes into your personal portfolio of
comments. Sexpert portfolios can be viewed by other members as well. In that way, if you find another Sexpert who knows
what they are talking about in one scene... you can see which other scenes they have also given high ratings. If your own
portfolio gets attention from other members you may even earn yourself a FREE month as a member!
  
  The site even takes care of perverts-on-the-go! With each movie available as Ipod or PSP formatted downloads, you'll be
able to do 'research' no matter where you are so that you can write up your reviews whenever you get the chance to log back
into the site!
  
  Video Sexperts may not be a perfect system but it'd the best user-feedback based pornsite in the world today. Check out the
tour for yourself. One of the best aspects of the whole site is that the tour is the members area. You can see exactly what you
get when you visit, you just can't watch or download the content (or post your own Sexpert reviews) until you signup.
  
  As an additional bonus, the site normally costs $29.95 per month if you go to it directly but as a member of The Tongue if
you click the banner or Free Preview button on this page you will be able to become a member for only $19.95 per month!
That ten dollar per month savings is a special deal for our members!
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Get off the porn couch and get into the porn game! Video Sexpert is your key to the ultimate access in adult entertainment.
Take it from The Tongue, reviewing whores is FUN! Give it your best shot.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Real experts finally have the chance to be Video Sexperts!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 95 Exclusive: 75 Interface: 95
Support: 88 Unique: 81    Taste: 93        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Discount Porn, Hardcore, Interactive, Massive, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $19.95 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 7,756
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